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17 'Dangerous' fieldwork 

Jonathan Luke Austin 

Introduction 

. . d. lace called Dahiyeh. Dahiyeh is some-
A few years ago, I was m a taxi heal m~ _to a pthe Hezbollah 'stronghold' of Southern 
where you might better kno~ fro~ ~e evisi?n as ·shed urban sprawl. It's not a pretty 

. B • 1·ty Dahiyeh 1s Just an 1mpoven . 
Berrut. ut, m rea i ' . s headin there passing anti-
place. It's a concrete place, more than anythmg else. I wa . g f ~ailed UMAM 

blast barrier~ and security checkpoi:~,/~so:~era:~i:~:~hn::_;;::::~~~al organization 
Documentat10n and Research. UM . olitical violence in Lebanon from 
(NGO) that explores issues of collective memory and p . . .d . t 

. . . I began a meetmg m a st e room JUS 
the time of its civil war till today. ~n a;iv:~lding Coffee and tea were brought out. 

;:,!~mb;h:o::~:d~~~::~::~i\;::'al:i:!~:~ ":r::':,!~~:;:fi~::1; ,g:~1:::~ 
to emigrate to). We wer . o had put together based on their expenences. We a group of former Lebanese pnsoners 

watched the rushes together, silentlhy. . singly so The position of researchers has 
Research can be dangerous, per aps mcrea . . d fi 

mer ed to some degree, with that of journalists: we ~an be d_ee~ed thr~atenmg ~n t~~' se~~ 

som!, the academic is an object to be ~•curitized ag""'tt. Th".; ,:i::ais~;'°-!::, story I 
tinos most relevant to researchers workmg withm cntica secun . . ce when 

amotelling here hopes to help re~earc~ers _navigatelsto mde ofthth:::::~yt~:/:C:e~\nviron-
. hn o h. field-based mterv1ewmg, or re a e me o 

usmg et . oorap Jc, h b . f n experiences studying the political violence of torture 
ments. It does so on t e asis O my ow . • · s · trators of 

, ed Beirut Lebanon where I was mterv1ewmg ynan perpe 
in, you(llfhAave ;ue~s016· 2017·' 2019). A~ the same time, I also wanted to speak with those 
torture c • us 

10
, ' ' . h eetino with those former 

;ho_ had ~:viv~!::a{e~~~ ~~s a:ww!:~; !~;;!~d ~~:e1::e:ing effects of atrocity: the 
etam_ees _me .. cal violence seeps under the skin of societies and how they c~n, or can

ways m which poht:e s with that history. But, as you'll soon see, things wen~ a httle wrong 
not,_ slowly come to r; hat I mean I want to tell the story I began Just a moment 
dunng that effort. T_o s ow _you w . es t~ reflect on (1) the importance of being mindful 
ago as it stands, whlle r:smg: ;;;a::r' when carrying out research of this kind, (2) the 
of Y?ur ever-presents_ a ~o~~ our data and your research (design) in ways that maintain 
crucial task of ~anagdmthg t ofy~ur informants and (3) the advantages of maintaining a calm Your own secunty an a ' • · h t in 

t situations like the one I am about to descnbe m ways t a can -
and m~asurd ~d response oearch findings in and of themselves. The goal is to provoke you to fact _ 1ee mto your res 
think about dangers you may face before they occur. 
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After my meeting, I headed to relax at a cafe because - well - I like Dah.iyeh. It pos

sesses a kind of life long emptied out of the gentrifying central districts of Beirut. Dahiyeh 
feels more alive. Ugly, yes, but alive. The cafe was busy, and I drew some attention. But 
that happens: there aren't many foreigners in Dahiyeh. I ordered an 'argilla (shisha) and 
began puffing nicotine into my veins. After a few minutes, I noticed a problem: the smoke 
was not flowing properly. I didn't bother the waiter and began disassembling and fixing the 
device myself. On reflection, this wasn't the best idea. Interest piqued around me. One man 
sitting adjacent to me shuffled over and began chatting: Do you speak Arabic? Where are 
you from? What are you doing here? A few minutes later, a second younger man arrived; not 
older than 20. He sat down beside me, while the man who had been chatting suddenly moved 
away slightly. The new arrival focused on a book in my hands: Return ji·om Hell, a memoir 
of one Lebanese man's detention in Syria. I'd been given it at the UMAM offices. My new 
interlocutor asked, "why are you reading that?" Before I could reply, the man who had been 
speaking to me earlier interjected, "he's a researcher." The young arrival asks for specifics, 
and I respond vaguely. After a few pleasantries, he then asks me to come with him to "see his 
boss." The other men in the cafe nodded reassuringly. He was polite but firm: 

Come with me, you are our guest, don't worry. 

No choice about it, then. We took his small scooter, which is the sign-throughout Beirut-of 
people affiliated with Hezbollah: young men on scooters weaving between traffic, when not 
delivery drivers, are most often working with the 'party'. It's an efficient mode of transport. 
He twisted through the streets and sharply around comers, through the concrete labyrinth. 
We soon arrived at a non-descript apartment block notable only for two guards standing 
at the front door, AK-47s discretely at their sides. The young man then asked for my bag 
- reassuring me by saying "No problem, no problem, your bag" - and ushered me into a 
small - perhaps ten-square-metre-large - room. Three faded dark faux-leather armchairs 
were positioned in the room, facing two desks. There were two other doors in the room. I 
walked inside and the man gestured for me to sit. I did and he turned around, pulled a key 
from his pocket, and locked the door. He then left through the other, telling me to wait, while 
asking still very politely if I'd like water. 

Being a 'stranger' is often surprisingly key to the success of field-based research. This is 
not necessarily because a stranger can be seen as somehow possessing "privileged access to 
a more objective or universal type of knowledge" but also because of her "capacity to weave 
together elements ... between different worlds" (Karakayali, 2006:3 I 8). Moreover, being 
a 'stranger' can allow researchers to act as 'confidants' who receive "the most surprising 
revelations and confidences, at times reminiscent of a confessional" (Simmel 1971: 145). 
Nonetheless, such an in-between positionality also presents dangers precisely because of 
the breaches in layers of social secrecy that it mobilizes. In the story I'm telling, these risks 
emerged because of a sudden lapse in my concentration as I relaxed a little too much and thus 
drew rather too much attention to my status as a stranger in a place where, well, trust was in 
short supply. Now, while the strangeness of a researcher (even one who hails from the place 
or institution they are studying) can never be overcome - it will always be present (and vari
able, based on your gender, ethnicity, nationality, etc., etc.) - conducting fieldwork in more 
or less 'dangerous' settings demands you work to manage this status. 

Safely managing your 'strangeness' usually requires that you draw on its advantages with
out becoming too overt a spectacle. This will involve, unlike in my story, avoiding situations 
where you are just a little too out of the ordinary and/or have things in your possession (i.e., 
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ender ou suspicious. It also means preparation that goes 

the book Return from Hell) that r y h Know who might be concerned by your pres-
. d. b. ct of your researc . . h ' arty' beyond the 1IDIDe 1ate su ~e . . . case knowing that mentionmg t e P 

ence, both formally and colloqmally (1.e.,hm_my em' Thi·s does not mean being paranoid. 
d h t mana<>e t err cone • . 

refers to Hezboll_ah), an ow O ~x ected and knowing what to do when or if 1t occurs 
It only means bemg prepar~d for the unt ~u want from your research setting. In some case_s, 
to you. It also means workmg out wha Y_ h attenti·on to yourself can be a goal m 

. • ·d drawm<> too muc 
to contradict what I have Just sai , . "' d t d the quotidian life of the suburbs of 

. h db eekm<> to un ers an 
itsel:· For example, if I a een ~ "' described earlier: hanging out in street-side cafes, 
Dahiyeh, I would have begu~ pre~isely as \h. ld have again drawn attention but, most 
smoking 'argilla, and chattmg a1IDlessly. h is ;ou d to build up a circle of acquaintances
likely, only for a while. Sl?wly, I woul~a:lve e~::nent status as a stranger, would come to 
cum-informants who, despite my una~01 y pf . 1 m· te<>ra11·on This trust would be cru-

f thr gh ch httle acts o soc1a "' · 
feel a measure o trust ou su , t what I was in Beirut to get done, hence 
cial to that particular kind of fieldwork. But that s n~ 1 osition durin<> fieldwork will always 
the error. In short, how exactly to managedy~ur s:;a iyour enviro~ent. Nonetheless, it is 
vary depending on your research goals_ an t e na e 

something that always requires reflect1?n. d . d . the way in which your eyes suddenly 
The first thing you notic~ when _bem~ etame is 't ski over things. Instead, they scan 

realize the full scope of th err functJ_onahty: Thhey donro bupt 1· t had been covered over with 
. Th 1 one wmdow m t e roo , 

everythmg. ere was on y d . 0 the wall was a white air conditioner that buzzed 
boards. Tue desks we~e covere m pap~~e :as stained with cigarette burns. Apprehensive, 
constantly. Buzz, buz:t., buzz. The furm been sittin<>. Behind the chair I saw a 
I paced a little forward and then t~ed to wh;~~~~~\lood stain;g the wall, in fact. Faded. 
large rust-chestnut patch of red pamt. W e!l, n turned and smiled. He ushered 
Not recent, but palpable. As I stared at this, the yo~g ~an re ' 
me to sit down again and began to ask more questions. 

What is the purpose of your visit to Lebanon? 

. full y parents' names my date of birth, my 
And then more specific ~uestions: my ;ame, m b r the phone ~umbers of everyone I 
occupation, my address m Lebanon, my p one :~m~ laptop I oblioed and he disappeared 

kno~ in Lebanon. He the~ aske~ fort~:~~~:: lo~g. Time el~ngate; itself at moments like 
agam for a much longer t~e. I m no Behind those locked doors, without any
these. Just a few hours detamed ~tarts t_o get to_Y~~-·de our head' and- it seems - the head 
thing to occupy oneself, all that is left is what is ~s_i . y tte smoke blank walls, a broken 

is
1 

a taced ~~th;;~~: :~~~~:~::::::~: :::::~i~~!;~;f you read ab~ut torture, th~ i_de: 
c oc '. an ? . . b d s a technique to 'break' someone will seem surpnsm,,,. 
that arr cond1tionmg can e use a bu~z buzz buzz of the device starts 

But ~~en ~it~o~~~~e;:\i~~;e:pt~:~~!e 0 ;~~::i:n:ois: comes to rep_lace the beautiful 
to - itera y e used to livin<> in This is true even when, like me, you know 
miscel!any of the world we ar ugh A fe; h~urs passed like this before the man returned 
you will probably be out soon eno . f includin<> why Goo<>le Maps was open on 
with a colleague and asked a few more ques ions, "' "' . 

ded I was looking for directions. He nodded and left agam. . 
my laptop. I r~spo: . t Hin<> this story so far that I glossed quickly over the ways Ill 

You'll notice ow Ill e "' to those detainin<> me then gave them its password, and 
which I first han~ed over my_ laptop tents (Google M;ps) ~ithout much concern. Like most 
then asked quest~ons' ~bothut fi1t:1~?~hese days, all my work and the details of those I was in 
researchers workmg Ill e 
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contact with were on that device. My lack of concern related, again, to preparation. When 
carrying out research in which there is even a slight risk of the information you collect being 
used against you and/or those you are contact with, developing a strategy to secure your 
data is crucial. Central to these efforts is the use of encryption. Ideally speaking, your entire 
device should be encrypted such that in case of its loss, none of its data can be accessed. 
In my case, the fact of my laptop being entirely encrypted was, however, irrelevant: they 
wanted the password, and I couldn't refuse. However, all data related to my research was 
hidden on an innocuous folder on the system that was, in and of itself, encrypted. Finding 
this folder and accessing its contents would not be impossible but it would require far more 
resources than you are ever likely to encounter in the field. The risk is still there, however. 
Hence, this 'system level' (i.e., laptop, etc.) protection should always also be complemented 
with a strategy for expo1ting your data from your local machine to a machine situated outside 
your field setting. This can occur in many different ways. Perhaps the simplest is to encrypt 
your files on your machine and then to systematically (say, every week) upload these files 'to 
the cloud' on one of many available services. In this way, any information accessible on your 
machine will always be very limited. 1 

Another few hours pass. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz. 

Finally, they return. This time, they began by w1iting my name, passport number, and date of birth 
on a white board. Then they ushered me to stand by the wall and took my picture with a cheap 
digital camera. A little mug shot. Then they took my fingerprints. Foucault has been to Dahiyeh. 
They left again but quickly returned with an older man: someone in charge. Gruffly, smoking, he 
looked me up and down. He produced the book I had been earlier- Return from Hell- and gave 
it back. "This," he said, "is all lies." He made a quick hand wave to the man who bad brought me 
there and left. The young man handed me my bag, neatly repacked, and my laptop (now with a 
little piece of sticky-tape over the webcam: better safe than sorry) and smiled. He took the key out 
of his pocket and put it in the lock and waved me goodbye. It was night in Dahiyeh. I had been 
detained about ten hours or so. I answered the three or four text messages that had appeared on 
my phone: back soon, all fine. And I then headed back to finish my 'argilla. 

Most of the time fieldwork is not dangerous. CSS still, and not to its credit, remains a 
stronghold of Euro-American-based researchers who - just like me - will find that every
thing works out fine, despite a few hiccups here and there. We are mostly privileged. But 
even if that is the case for you, it is crucial to remember that things could well be other
wise and that they likely will be otherwise for researchers of different genders, ethnic back
grounds, sexual orientations, or religious positionalities. Likewise, always be aware that even 
innocuous encounters can cause dangers to those you are (even indirectly) speaking with, if 
not yourself. Thus, the importance of data protection, however inconvenient that task might 
seem to you after a long day. Realize too that it may be your responsibility not to involve 
vulnerable groups or individuals in your research. Don't forget that you are never just 'asking 
questions' but also always actively interfering in the personal and social worlds of those you 
study. Research 'in the field' is never neutral. 

Keeping yourself safe is equally important. The text messages I was answering at the end 
of the story I've told here were from colleagues who knew where I was going and why. One 
of these colleagues was in Beirut, another abroad. They were checking in on me and had I not 
responded would have known whom to contact. In extreme settings, GPS tracking solutions 
can help improve your safety. Of course, methods like those may sound unusual. Indeed, they 
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are more common among journalists than academics, whose profession has long reckoned 
with these issues. Despite similarities, however, the analogy with journalism should usu
ally not be taken too far. Scholarly work within CSS rarely seeks to identify 'facts' about a 
particular event, group, or person that are to be reported. Most of us do not intend to write 
exposes with the potential to directly legally, socially, or politically threaten the groups or 
individuals with whom we are in (indirect or not) contact. As CSS and cognate fields begin 
ethnographically (or otherwise) engaging with more (in)secure parts of the world, however, 
this distinction becomes harder to maintain/or those we come into contact with. An academic 
found in possession of unusual electronic devices (GPS trackers, encrypted hardware), for 
example, may automatically be deemed more suspicious than had they not used these tools. 
As ever, then, careful personal judgement is crucial in deciding how to keep yourself safe. 

Beyond practicalities, scholars will often not wish to overly distance themselves from 
certain types of danger. Take my case. If, in seeking to understand the societal effects of 
persistent political violence and conflict on everyday life, I had begun by seconding myself 
in relatively secure and wealthy areas of Beirut, then my eventual account would hardly have 
been a particularly honest one. This dilemma, of course, is reflected in the ways in which 
academic institutions are increasingly unsure how to manage research safety and ethics. In 
my case, very little institutional advice was offered (beyond check-box ethics forms) before 
leaving for the field. And, upon my return, the glib response to stories like the one I have 
told here from a few institutional figures (whom I'll leave nameless) was a simple "lucky 
that ended how it did, we'd be in trouble otherwise." And so, while academic institutions 
generally should do more to ensure the safety of researchers and those they study, it is also 
important to stress that there are no easy solutions here. Indeed, attempts to institutionally 
securitize research risk blanking out half the world as inaccessible to scholars. I know, for 
example, that my own research would not have been possible in other institutions. 

Ultimately, I would argue that some measure of danger should be accepted in our research, 
just as we accept it in everyday life. We all visit 'less safe' parts of town when we are at 
home and, despite the risks elsewhere, none of us want to insist on only taking holidays in 
Switzerland. And we accept the dangers of our everyday lives, of course, because we are 
familiar with them and have learned to navigate them to the best of our ability. A similar atti
tude, I would suggest, is crucial to navigating our field-based research. An active familiarity 
with the social and political context that you plan to work in is crucial. I, for example, was 
fully aware of the nature of Dahiyeh before I went there. For those with less experience in a 
particular setting, seeking out the advice of those you know who do possess such experience 
will thus be crucially important. Learn from those who are already familiar and accept that 
your colleagues will generally be more useful than the regulations or advice offered by your 
home institution. Take what they say seriously. 

Conclusion 

To conclude, accept that research is never 'clean.' It is always messy and unpredictable. 
Embrace that fact and learn from it consistently. Reflect, for example, on your reaction to 
any apparently 'dangerous' situation you encounter. On the ways in which, say, the buzz buzz 
buzz of air conditioning does 'something' to you. Consider your power or lack thereof. In my 
case, the way in which my detention was so swiftly resolved. Ponder the mundane but power
saturated nature of the situation: the biopolitics of the fingerprinting, the ways in which 
simply being in the 'wrong place' (a cafe) while being the 'wrong' person (a researcher) 
alters the course of events dramatically for individuals. And don't forget that encounters with 
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armed 0 roups O ·ty i:: -

o r secun 1orces are entirely normal however uncomfortable th k 
you feel Inde d th d ·1 - ' ey may ma e 
h 

_ · e , ey are a ai Y expenence for the subaltern of the world R b 
t e history of a d · 1 • • • emem er too 
motives of sch:i:r;m1c exp o1tat10n, from ~~lonialism onwards, as well as the fact th~t th~ 
Indeed r y ~esearch are often leg1bmately suspicious for many across the world 2 

, r~a 1ze you m1ght not trust yourself if the tables were turned. Don't accept that · 
own motives are so inn t And f your 
'danoerous' 1 Th ocen . 'o course, deconstruct without dismissing the very idea of 
all, e~sure th~t;;~ w:: ~are the:e thoughts wherever you deem appropriate. And, above 
you are interactino M k oes no arm, Ito yourself of course, but also to those with whom 

o· a e sure you can te I your story in good faith. 

Notes 

For a comprehensive guides on encrypti h d . 
https://tinyurl.com/y94k4zp7. on met o s see https://tmyurl.com/y7pawypt and/or 

2 See https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/ t/10/th . . 
-recruits-academics. oc e-science-of-spymg-how-the-cia-secretly 
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